1. **NOTE:**

   The walk-in refrigerator/freezer condensing units are located approximately where shown on plan. Verify the exact location with the architect/engineer. Roof curbs/concrete pads for condensing units & sleeved, sealed penetrations in roofs, floors/ceilings & walls for condensing unit refrigeration & utility lines are not by the FSEC.

2. **C.G.**

   The FSEC will furnish and install the refrigeration lines between the condensing units and specified refrigerated equipment. It is the FSEC's responsibility to coordinate the exact route to each item with the appropriate trades.

---

**SPECIAL CONDITIONS LEGEND**

- WALL BACKING
- CHANNEL BASE
- DEPRESSED FLOOR (SEE DETAIL)
- 4'-0" HIGH CORNER GUARD (NOT BY FSEC)

**FOODSERVICE EQUIPMENT CONTRACTOR**

Dimensions shown are approximate. FSEC to coordinate and verify all dimensions in the field with appropriate trades prior to construction.